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Import and Export at Jabal Ali 

 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

  
A ،&BC8 D@2; ه; اآ<- '012/ .-ة  ,<9 =>; ه+ '!9 8-ي زون '+,+دة، '012/ .-ة '+,+دة "&)'&رات "!! �-

 D,-!" و EF. ;"د ا)ورو&Gا)ت I' J!. ICKال I' ردة+!F�ال DA&M>آ9 ال &BC8 D� !!" NOوPق ا-Rدة "&ل+,+'
 D' 9آ&R' اS2= TU' &آ-C'أ ،Tه TU' ;!CW. ;!9 '& ان!' ،TU' YC9، آWR" Z" ،/A+CO(دول ا \Bول، اهS" زع+!!"

WA+ن ت &ر 'S<" Iان ت&ن; 8 EC !>8�TU ال�F!+رد 'O TU+ري "O ;<= 9>, J<= D<1C+رA& "�+ض+ع ا^!K&دي 
,&IC>A نZc ال<M&=/ ال>; ه+ي "AS&ه& و "!J<= 9bS ا)راض; الF+رZ" /A '& تO aG` ا'C-آ; تaG اO` ا'&رات; 

/^T= ( &' ;ت&ن S<" ي أو أي+COd ش-ق TU' 2! &ت ال2. او' TU' ض-c2<8 TU' &Aر+O Tو ه Z"T�ال ،/C CF
' ،-K' Z8&2' &2Gن J!. ،2! &ت�ل&B" ي+^ -C!آ S<" /Aر+O ،DC+اض�ت، و ه&ل&C210ان "&ل@&ل` الS<>اآ<- ال I ن!&ج&"

 -C!2& آGي و ن+^ -C!ق آ+O -C!ال2&، آ />F2ح "&ل+!c' -C!آ; آ&ن آ-C'(ق ا+Fت 8&ل&,+F2�ال J!. م و&jال I10ال
ت نS02' &' &2Gر نSKر لD' ;2@A ;WC2B ان+ ال�2! &ت الF+رB" /A&ل�+ض+ع '�IW نWG" Z" +2' SCc!F` ال@0+"&

 -C!آ kK^ D�F" -C!8; ان& "@-ف ت &ر آ aآ&ن J!. ،ال +دة I' ;ى =&ل+!F' J<= -C!ت ه; آ&,+F2�ض+ع ال+'
2@A /0A-1"    nA +آ&ن J!. ن '+ض+ع ال@0+"&ت و&R' روS0A ا '& =&د+c^و Z" oC2Bرو لSKA +ت &ر آ&ن I= ;

 a<b2; ان+ د@A `WG" و ;WC2ه J!. ;2@A ري+O -Cp `Oا aG9 تbS!>8 kjRل njش I' +ان Z" ;<= 9>, YCآ
O+رA/ تaG ال<Tك لaFC تaG الs&0�/ الF+داء لTره&ب و هoC 8&ل�F2+,&ت ال�2! &ت الF+ر9WR" /A =&م '& =&دت 

ه+ي ش; و ان+ aG ه&ل�F�J ان+ ا)ره&ب '-p+"/ "!@-8; اي ">' TU' S�WA IW+ن تaG ه&ل�F�J الTU' N<u و ت
&2= /"+p-' o2! &ت' .  

  
English translation:  

 
Jabal Ali is a like a “free zone” in the Emirates; it is the biggest free zone in the Middle 
East, where they gather all the exported goods from China, even from the European 
union, and then it is distributed to countries, um, Asian countries, but, in a way, like, for 
example …. As you said just now, America, for example, has some problems with Syria 
on economic matters, so the Syrian exporter goes to Jabal Ali, where there are merchants 
from different countries with the same goods that he needs, and it enters the Syrian land, 
but not under an American name -- under an Emirati [trader’s] name, or East Asian, or 
any other country.  It doesn’t matter. Now Syria, suppose, for example, fabric goods, 
clothes, and cottons, and these things. Syria is a very strong country in [making] these 
products.  
 
We even compete with Egypt, one of the biggest countries in the world in producing raw 
cotton and other fabrics. So the American market was wide open for us [before], a very 
strong market, and we could have benefited from that a lot, but with the sanctions we 
can’t export there, I mean, although the Syrian products in the fabric subject [industry] 
are on a very high level of quality. Even I know a lot of merchants, and I hear a lot of 
stories about merchants who used to export there, but they stopped and they couldn’t 
anymore because of the sanctions.  They even exported in a way like Jabal Ali, but from 
a person to another person, so they enter under a non-Syrian name even there. Since Syria 
is on the black list now, the black list of terror, so the Syrian fabric products aren’t 
desired anymore.  You know any country under such a naming [black list for terrorism], 
terrorism and all that … it’s like your products aren’t wanted here.    
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